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SIMILARITY PROBLEM OVER SL{n, Zp)

H. APPELGATE AND H. ONISHI

ABSTRACT. The question of conjugacy separability in SL(n,Z) leads to the

conjugacy problem in SL(n, Zv) for various primes p. We present a simple

solution to the similarity problem over SL(n, Zp), which solves the conjugacy

problem as a special case.

(1) In [10] Stebe gives a pair of 2 X 2 irreducible integer matrices A and B of

determinant 1 satisfying the following two conditions.

(i) A and B are not conjugate in GL(2,Z).

(ii) For every integer m > 1, there exists a 2 X 2 integer matrix X such that

AX = XB (modm) and detX = 1 (modm).

He used them to prove that GL(n, Z) and SL(n, Z) are not conjugacy separable for

n > 2. It is easily seen that the condition (ii) is equivalent to the condition

(iii) For every prime p, A and B are conjugate in SL(2,ZP), where Zv denotes

the ring of p-adic integers.

(2) It is well known that the conjugacy problem in GL(2, Z) and in SL(2, Z) has

a solution. For example, see [8, p. 214], For an efficient algorithm, see [1]. Recently

Grunewald [5] solved the conjugacy problem in SL(n, Z) for any n > 2. See [6] for

a more general result. For n = 3, see [2]. Now turning to the condition (iii) we

encounter the conjugacy problem in SL(2,ZV), and more generally, in SL{n,Zv).

Despite the fact that SL(n, Zv) is uncountable, there is a surprisingly simple solution

to the conjugacy problem in SL(n, Zv). In this paper we shall present such a

solution.

(3) Actually what we solve is the similarity problem over SL(n,Zp), i.e., given

two n x n matrices A and B over Zv, decide in a finite number of steps if there

exists X in SL(n, Zp) such that AX = XB. Slightly more generally, we can replace

Zp by the ring 0 of integers of any locally compact nonarchimedian field F. Let 7r

be a prime element of F. Given a square matrix C over 0, consider its invariant

factors

(ir"',. ..,*•",<),...,0)

and let a = ¡jl{C) = ur; note that r = rankC and 0 < i/j < •• • < l/r.

(4) LEMMA.   Let C be a square matrix over 0 and let b be a column vector over

0 such that C£ = b for some column vector £ over F. If there is a column vector x

over 0 such that

Cx' = b   (mod7T*i+x),

where ß = u{C) and X is a rational integer> 0, then there is a column vector x over

0 such that

Cx = b   and  x = x    (moàir ).

-
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PROOF.   Take P and Q in GL(n, 0) such that

PCQ = D = diagK1,..., jr"' , 0,..., 0).

Let c = Pb and n = Q~lÇ. Then Dr¡ = c and hence

c = (ci,...,cr,0,...,0)T,

where Cj G 0. Let $/' = Q_1i'. Then

Dy' = c   (mod7T*I+x).

This says that
wv% = cx   (mod7r'i+x)   for 1 < i < r.

Since vx < \x + X, ír"* divides ct. Put

yi = c¿7r_"* € 0   for 1 < ¿ < r.

Since Tr^y, = tt^'î/j (mod7r'i+x) and i/¿ < /¿,

î/i»^   (mod7TX).

Let y = (2/1,•• -,2/r,0,...,0)T and x = Qy.   Since Dj/ = c, Ci = 6.   Since y =
y'(mod7rx), iHi'(mod7Tx).

(5) Given two nxn matrices A and B over 0, consider the n2 X n2 matrix C

which represents the linear transformation X >-* AX — XB on the vector space of

nxn matrices over F (with respect to the natural basis) and let /i = ß{C) = ß(A,B).

(6) Given an integer n > 1, we know that there is an integer X > 0 such that

given x € 0X (the units of 0), if is l(mod7rx), then there exists u G 0X such that

x = un and such an exponent X can be effectively found; for example, X = l-|-2i^(n)

will do, where vp is the order function on F. See [7, p. 42].

(7) THEOREM. Let A andB benxn matrices over 0. If there is an nxn matrix

X' over 0 such that

AX' = X'B   (mod7r"+x)   and   detX'^1   (mod7rx),

where u = n{A,B) as in (5) and X is as in (6); then there exists X G SL(n, 0) such

that AX = XB.

PROOF.  By Lemma (4), there is an n x n matrix X over 0 such that

AX = XB   and   X = X'   (mod7rx).

Since detX' = 1 (mod7rx), detX s 1 (mod7rx).  Thus by (6), there exists u G 0X

such that un = detX. Let Y = u~lX. Then

AY = YB   and   detY = u~ndetX = 1.

(8) Theorem (7) solves the similarity problem over SL(n,0); compute ß and X

and decide if there is an n X n matrix X over 0 such that

AX=XB   (mod7r^+x)   and   detX s 1   (mod7rx).

Since the residue ring 0/(vv) is finite, these conditions can be checked in a finite

number of steps.

(9) In the rest we look at some special cases of interest. Given a monic polynomial

f(t) over 0 of degree n, let S(f) denote the set of n x n matrices over 0 whose

characteristic polynomial is f(t). Write A ~ B to mean that A and B are similar

over SL(n, 0).
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(10) LEMMA. LetAES(f). Iff = f_f. over 0 and g.c.d.(/i,/2) = 1 (modír),
then we can find A\ G S(/i) andA_ G S(f2) such that

*~(Al _\

PROOF.   Since / = /i/2, we can find A\ G S(/i) and A2 G S(f2) such that

\0    A.)

for some B (cf. Theorem DX12, in [9]). Since g.c.d.(/i,/2) = 1 (mod7r), the linear

transformation X 1-» A\X — XA_ is nonsingular mod7r. Thus (i{A\, A_) = 0 and for

any B, there is an X' over 0 such that

A1X'-X'A2 = B  (modrr).

Since the linear transformation X h» vli X — XA_ is nonsingular over F, there is

an X over F such that A\X — XA2 = B. Thus by Lemma (4), there is an X over

0 such that A_X — XA2 = B. (This can be proved more directly by induction on

the exponent of modulus ir".) With this X,

(a.   sV/i  x\Jh  xVAi   o\

[O    A2){o    h)    \0    I2)\0    A2j

(11) THEOREM. Let A be the discriminant of f(t). If A ^0(mod7r), then any

two matrices in S(f) are similar over SL(n, 0).

PROOF. First suppose that / is irreducible mod7r. Let X be an eigenvalue of A G

S(f) and let K = F(X). Since A ^0(mod7r), K/F is an unramified extension and

0K = 0[\] and NO^ = 0X, where N is the norm K -> F. (See [7, p. 50].) Let Y

be an eigenvector of A belonging to X with components in Ok and Y ^0(mod7rK),

where ttk is a prime element of K. Put Y = BA, where A = (1, X,...,Xn_1)T and

B is an n x n matrix over 0. Since Y is an eigenvector of AmodnK belonging to X,

the components of Y are linearly independent mod7r^ and hence detfí f^OímodTr).

Take £ G 0£ such that N£ = detß-1 A-1 and let X = T(ÇY), where T is the trace

K -> F. Consider the n x n matrix R = (X,AX,...,An~1X) over 0. We have

AR = AC, where C is the companion matrix of /. On the other hand,

detfí = det(T(cin T(.AY),..., rtfA^Y))

= det(r(£Y), T(c;XY),..., n^X"-^))

= /V^det(A1,...,An)det(Y1,...,Yn),

where the subscripts 1,..., n denote the conjugates over F. Since

det(Yi,..., Y„) = detBdet(A,,...,A„)

and det(A.i,...,An)2 = A, we get that detfi = NÇ -detB- A = 1.

Now suppose that / is reducible mod7r. Since A ^0(mod7r), / is separable

mod7T and hence by Hensel's Lemma, / is reducible over 0.  Let f = fif2 be a
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nontrivial factorization over 0. Then g.c.d.(/i,/2) = 1 (mod7r). Thus by Lemma

(10),

*~(M    I)
\0    A2J

for some A\ G S(/i) and A2 G S(f2). By induction, A¿ ~ Cu where Cx is the

companion matrix of f%. Thus

(A.     O.Wft     o\
yo   a2j   \o   c2)

We have shown that every A in S(f) is similar to the companion matrix C of /.

(12) Given A and B in S(f), in deciding if A ~ B, we may assume that neither is

a scalar matrix. If A is a scalar mod7r, i.e., A = ei/-r-7r.Ai, then unless B is also the

same scalar mod7r, A yB. If B = t\I + nBi, then A ~ B if and only if A\ ~ Bi.

Since A is not a scalar matrix, there is an integer v > 0 such that A = e^/ + it" Av

and Av is not a scalar mod7r. In this way we can reduce the problem to the case

when neither A nor JB is a scalar mod7r.

(13) Let us look at the case when n = 2 and 0 = Zv. In this case Theorem (7)

specializes to the following: Given A and B in S(f) neither of which is a scalar

mod p, if there is a 2 X 2 matrix X over Zp such that

AX m XB   and   det X = 1   (mod p) or (mod 8)

(mod8 if p = 2), then A ~ B.
PROOF.   In view of Theorem (11), we may assume that A = 0 (modp). Let

A = h    aA   and   BJh    M.
\a3    a4J \b3    b4J

If a2 = a_ = 0 (modp), then since A = 0 (modp), ai = a4 (modp) and A is a scalar

modp. Thus a2 ^0 or a_ ^O(modp). Likewise b2 ̂ 0 or 63 f^O(modp). Thus we

get that n(A,B) = 0. On the other hand, X = lifp^2andX = 3ifp = 2.
(14) Suppose that A = 0 (modp) and let A and B be as in (13). Conjugating

by (1 _¿), we may assume that 0363 ^O(modp). For p ^ 2, the condition that

AX s XB and detX s 1 (modp) for some integer matrix X amounts to that (2363

is a square modp. Thus A ~ B if and only if a_b$ is a square modp.

(15) Suppose that p = 2 in (14). In this case A = 4Ai for some Ai G Zp and we

verify that the condition that AX = XB and detX = 1 (mod 8) for some integer

matrix X amounts to that the congruence equation

2 1
x  — Aijr = 0363 (mod 8)

is solvable in integers. It is easily verified that the residues mod 8 of the form

x2 — Aiy2 are

1,3,5,7    ifA! = l,5       (mod 8),

1,5 ifAi = 3,7,4 (mod 8),

1 ifAx=0 (mod 8),

1,7 ifA,=2 (mod 8),

1,3 ifAi=6 (mod8).
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(16) Consider the case when A and B are matrices over the rational integers,

assumed to have the same characteristic polynomial f{t) with the discriminant A.

Let R be the semilocal ring of rational fractions whose denominators are coprime

to A. Assume that neither A nor B is a scalar mod any prime factor p of A. In

this case we can show that A~ B over 5L(2,Zp) for every prime p (dividing A, in

view of Theorem (11)) if and only if A ~ B over SL{2,R).

PROOF. Since R C Zp for every p dividing A, the sufficiency is trivial. With A

and B as in (13), let

h(x) = a3x  — ex — a2,      e = a\—a4.

For any p dividing A, since A is not a scalar modp, h(x) ^O(modp) and hence

h(xp) ^O(modp) for some rational integer xp. Choose a rational integer x such

that x = xp (modp) for every p dividing A. Then (h(x), A) = 1. Since

ai    a2yi    —A     ia^ + a^x       — a3   A

03    a4yyl        OJ     y   h{x)       ai -a3xj'

we may assume that (03, A) = 1. Similarly, (f>3,A) = 1. If A < 0, make sure that

a3b3 > 0. Note that A = e2 -I- Aa2a_. Consider the equation

(1) x2 - Ay2 = 4a3b3.

A ~ B over 5L(2, Zp) if and only if equation (1) has a solution in Zp. A~ B over

SL(2,R) if and only if equation (1) has a solution in R. In case A is even, (1) can

be replaced by the equation

x2-Aiy2=a363,

where A = 4Ai. In view of this, the necessity follows from the following result due

to Dirichlet (cf. [4, §§156-157]. Also [3, p. 423]): let b and c be nonzero integers,

not both negative and (fe,c) =1. If b is a square mode and c is a square mod6, then

there are nonzero integers x, y and z such that

x2 = by2 + cz2,   {y,c) = l,   (z,b) = l.

(17) EXAMPLE. For f(t) = t2 - 20t+ 1, S{f) consists of five distinct conjugacy

classes of GL(2, Z) and of ten distinct conjugacy classes of 5L(2, Z). They are

represented by

fl9    18\     fl9   9\     fl9   6\     flS   7\     fn    l(f\

v1 1/ v2 v v3 v v5 v v5 3;
/l9    l\      Í19    2\     (l%    S\     ÍU    5\     /l8    5\

^18    1/     {9     1/    [_     1/    ^10    3/    [l     2/

The two matrices in each column are conjugate in GL(2, Z). Now look at the two

pairs

(T ?} p 3 - (î ;) (" s)
(or their transposes). A = 4 • 9 • 11. By the criterions given in (14) and (15), we see

that the two matrices in each pair are similar over SL(2,Zp) for p = 2,3 and 11,

and hence for all p. It turns out that in 5L(2, Z), 20 is the least nonnegative trace

for which such an example exists.
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(18) Example. Let R be the semilocal ring of rational fractions whose denomi-

nators are coprime to 2, 3 and 11. Consider the pair (^ 118), (g 2) given in (17).

The polynomial h(x) in (16) for the second matrix is h(x) = 9x2 —18x —2. h(3) = 25

is coprime to A. Thus

'3    - 1V28    - 9\

1        oJ\^25    -8/

The quadratic equation in (16) for the pair (\9 \8), (28 zl) is *2 ~ ^V2 = 25- This

has an easy solution (5,0). This gives the matrix

*"(!    ~i/5fSL(2'fi)

such that AX = XB and hence we get that

/l9    18Y    9/5    -2/5\_ /    9/5    -2/5

\1      1 y\^ —1/5        3/5^     y-1/5        3/5
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